
The cone dystroph ies 

Summary 

The cone dystrophies are a heterogeneous 

group of inherited disorders that result in 

dysfunction of the cone photoreceptors and 

sometimes their post-receptoral pathways. The 

major clinical features of cone dystrophy are 

photophobia, reduced visual acuity and 

abnormal colour vision. Ganzfeld 

electroretinography shows reduced or absent 

cone responses. On the basis of their natural 

history, the cone dystrophies may be broadly 

divided into two groups: stationary and 

progressive cone dystrophies. The stationary 

cone dystrophies have received more 

attention, and subsequently our knowledge of 

their molecular genetic, psychophysical and 

clinical characteristics is better developed. 

Various methods of classification have been 

proposed for the progressive cone dystrophies, 

but none is entirely satisfactory, largely 

because the underlying disease mechanisms 

are poorly understood. Multidisciplinary 

studies involving clinical assessment, 

molecular genetics, electrophysiology and 

psychophysics should lead to an improved 

understanding of the pathogenesis of these 

disorders. 
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There are a large number of different inherited 
disorders that give rise to cone dysfunction. 
Usually, the genetic mutations result in 
functional abnormalities that are confined to the 
eye, but there are a number of rare disorders in 
which the retinal dystrophy is associated with 
systemic abnormalities. St Albertus Magnus has 
been credited with the first description of cone 
dystrophy; this account dates from the 
thirteenth century.l Cone dystrophy may be 
inherited as an autosomal recessive, autosomal 
dominant or X-linked recessive trait. There is 
considerable genetic heterogeneity, even within 
these genetic subtypes. The stationary cone 
dystrophies are congenital, in that the cone 
dysfunction is thought to be present at birth 
(rod photoreceptor function is normal). The 
progressive cone dystrophies usually present in 
childhood or early adult life, and patients often 
develop rod photoreceptor dysfunction in later 
life. There is, therefore, considerable overlap 
between the cone and cone-rod dystrophies: the 
majority of patients with progressive cone 
dystrophy develop a generalised retinal 
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dystrophy with advancing age. All forms of 
cone dystrophy result in reduced visual acuity 
and colour vision deficiency together with 
psychophysical and electrophysiological 
evidence of abnormal cone function.2 In this 
paper we aim to review current knowledge 
about the diverse group of disorders that 
comprise the cone dystrophies. 

The stationary cone dystrophies 

The stationary cone dystrophies may be 
effectively subclassified on the basis of 
psychological testing. The major forms of 
stationary cone dystrophy are: anomalous 
trichromacy, dichromacy, monochromacy and 
oligocone trichromacy. Although the 
congenitally colour deficient possess a cone 
population that is deviant from the normal, 
their visual dysfunction is confined to colour 
vision. A full discussion of the congenital colour 
vision deficiencies will not be developed, and 
we would direct the reader to several reviews 
published on the subject.3-6 

Monochromatism 

By definition, the monochromat requires only 
one primary in order to match the entire visible 
spectrum. As we will see, many of those who 
are labelled as 'monochromats' do display a 
crude form of residual colour discrimination 
when tested under specific conditions. This has 
two unfortunate consequences. The first is that 
it gives rise to misnomers such as 'incomplete 
achromatopsia'. The second is that, because 
there is no recognised standard for assessing 
such subjects, two independent laboratories 
using different testing apparatus may differ in 
the diagnosis of identical conditions. 
Monochromats may be subdivided according to 
the type of photoreceptor(s) they retain. The 
distinction between some forms of 
monochromatism is unclear, and clarification 
will have to await the discovery of the 
underlying genetic mutations. 

Rod monochromatism 

Rod monochromatism is also known as '!TO 

monochromacy and 'complete' or 'typical' 
achromatopsia, and is inherited in an autosomal 
recessive fashion. Patients with this condition 
appear to display rod vision only. As a result, 
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Fig. 1. Fundus photographs of a girl aged 11 years with rod monochromatism showing blunted foveal reflex. 

the rod monochromat can detect only brightness 
differences, and is therefore truly colour-blind? Patients 
with this disorder usually present in early infancy with 
nystagmus, marked photophobia and reduced acuity. 
The nystagmus is typically of rapid frequency and low 
amplitude. In many cases, the nystagmus decreases in 
severity by the end of the first decade. Commonly, there 
is a high hypermetropic refractive error. In affected 
individuals who are old enough for accurate assessment, 
the visual acuity is usually about 6/60 when assessed 
using a standard letter chart at photopic illumination 
levels. A central scotoma may be demonstrated with 
formal perimetry, although this type of scotoma cannot 
be demonstrated in all patients.8 The fundus appearance 

CONE + 

of the rod monochromat is unremarkable, except that 
there may sometimes be a blunted foveal reflex (Fig. 1). 
Krill et al.9 have emphasised that if there is macular 
atrophy present it is likely that the patient has a 
progressive cone dystrophy. 

Electroretinography reveals that cone responses are 
absent, though rod responses are normal2,l0 (Fig. 2). Rod 
monochromats fail to recognise any plates on the 
common 'plate' tests (such as the Ishihara and HRR tests) 
and make characteristic D-15 ordering patterns, with the 
'apparent axis' of confusion lying halfway between those 
of a tritan and a deutan. Although there is no true colour 
perception, patients may be able to distinguish some 
colours via their relative lightness. 
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Fig. 2. The e/ectroretinograms of a normal control subject (left) and a rod monochromat aged 11 years (right! using gold foil recording electrodes. 
The rod responses are normal, but there are no recordable cone responses. 



Histopathological investigation of donor eyes from 
subjects with rod monochromatism has demonstrated 
the presence of cone-like structures in the retinaY-14 
However, the studies have given conflicting reports as to 
the nature and distribution of these cones. Larsenll 
found that the cones had short outer segments with large 
diameters, especially around the macular area. Harrison 
and colleagues12 reported that the cones were 
abnormally shaped and reduced in number throughout 
the entire retina. Falls and colleagues13 found cone 
numbers at the fovea to be normal, but their shape to be 
abnormal. In the periphery the cones were scarce, though 
less commonly malformed. In contrast Glickstein and 
Heath14 found that the fovea was totally devoid of cones; 
those present in the surrounding area were abnormal in 
morphology. 

Psychophysical testing may also reveal residual cone 
function in rod monochromats. For example, a 
Stiles-Crawford effect may be demonstrated,15 and the 
dark adaptation curve may be biphasic.15-19 Increment 
threshold experiments may also show a duplex 
function?0,21 In an extensive survey of the 
psychophysical literature, Sharpe and Nordby8 report 
that 18 out of a total of 37 investigations of rod 
monochromatism claim to have found psychophysical 
evidence of cone function. In addition, Krastel and 
Jaege?2 have demonstrated, using large fields, that many 
of those labelled as rod monochromats may have 
residual cone function. However, many of the studies 
should be treated with caution: it is possible that the 
investigators were describing occult cases of incomplete 
achromatopsia, or even progressive cone dystrophy.8 

The genetic mutation responsible for rod 
monochromatism has not been identified, but Arbour 
et al.23 have demonstrated linkage of the disorder in a 
large Iranian Jewish pedigree to a 30 cM region spanning 
the centromere of chromosome 2. Rod monochromacy 
has also been reported to occur in association with 
isodisomy of chromosome 14.24 

Carriers of rod monochromatism are generally 
considered to possess normal visual function. However, 
it has been claimed that some carriers display subtle 
colour vision abnormalities?5,26 

Autosomal recessive incomplete achromatopsia 

As stated previously, the term 'incomplete 
achromatopsia' is a misnomer. This condition is also 
sometimes called atypical achromatopsia. The 
'incomplete achromat' appears to have residual colour 
discrimination.27 However, in many ways this condition 
resembles rod monochromacy. Affected individuals may 
have slightly better visual acuity than the rod 
monochromat (6/24-6/60), poor colour discrimination, 
nystagmus, photophobia and an absent cone 
electroretinogram? However, when tested using large 
field sizes at appropriate illumination levels (so that rod 
participation is possible), these patients display crude 
dichromacy or even trichromacy. Pokorny et al.27 
demonstrated via colour matching experiments that 

there are at least four forms of achromatopsia of 
autosomal recessive inheritance. In type I, there is no 
evidence of cone function (these patients are rod 
monochromats), in type II incomplete achromatopsia, 
colour matches are governed by rods and M-cones, in 
type III incomplete achromatopsia, colour matches are 
mediated by the L- and M-cones, and in the final form, 
type IV, colour matches are mediated by rods, L-cones 
and S-cones. It appears that type II incomplete 
achromatopsia corresponds to 'incomplete 
achromatopsia with protan luminosity,?8 It also appears 
that type IV incomplete achromatopsia corresponds to 
'incomplete achromatopsia with deutan luminosity,?9,30 
Because there are several reports of pedigrees in which 
both rod monochromacy and incomplete achromatopsia 
occur,26,27,31,32 it is likely that rod monochromatism and 
some forms of incomplete achromatopsia, such as type 
II,27 may represent phenotypical variations of a single 
genetic defect. 

Blue cone monochromatism 

The blue cone monochromat possesses a normal rod 
system with a normal S-cone mechanism. Blue cone 
monochromatism is an X-linked recessive disorder, and 
affected males present with reduced acuity (6/24-6/60), 

nystagmus and photophobia? The condition is also 
sometimes known as X-linked atypical achromatopsia or 
'TTl monochromacy. Most affected individuals are myopic; 
fundus examination may show tilted optic discs though 
the macular appearance is normal (Fig. 3). Using 
standard ERG protocols, the abnormalities are similar to 
those seen in rod monochromacy (Fig. 4), but with 
specialised spectral electroretinographic techniques33 it is 
possible to differentiate between the two cone disorders. 
The blue monochromat may also be distinguished from 
the rod monochromat via psychophysical testing. Under 
mesopic and low photopic illumination levels, the blue 
cone monochromat will show dichromatic colour 
vision,34,35 with the neutral point lying at around 460-470 
nm?4 Hansen36 suggests that short-wavelength specific 
perimetry can distinguish between blue cone and rod 
monochromats. It may also be possible to separate some 
blue cone monochromats from rod monochromats via 
the D-15 or the FM 100-Hue test: the blue cone 
monochromat may show a protan-like ordering of the 
D-15, and displays fewer tritan errors on the FM 100-Hue 
test. Sometimes, however, blue cone monochromats may 
behave like rod monochromats on the latter two tests. 
Berson et al.37 have developed a plate test that is capable 
of differentiating rod monochromatism from blue cone 
monochromatism; however, it may not successfully 
differentiate the latter from cases of progressive cone 
dystrophy?8 Smith et al .39 found evidence for residual 
L-cone function in blue cone monochromatism, but this 
finding could not be confirmed by Hess et al. 40 

Female carriers of blue cone monochromatism are 
asymptomatic, have a normal fundus and normal visual 
acuity, but may show abnormal cone electroretinogram 
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Fig. 3. Fundus photographs of a boy aged 10 years with blue cone monochromatism showing tilted optic disc and blunted foveal reflex. 

responses37,41 and mild abnormalities of colour vision;9 
they may also show abnormalities on eye movement 
recording.42 

Nathans and his colleagues43 were the first to 
investigate in detail the molecular genetics of blue cone 
monochromatism. The defects in their patients could be 
divided into two distinct subtypes. In the first, there is a 
two-step mechanism: the L- and M-cone photopigment 
array is reduced to a single gene by unequal homologous 
recombination; a further mutation renders the remaining 
gene defective. In one of the original 12 families studied, 
there was a remaining L-cone photopigment gene, and in 
another three there was a 5' L-3' M hybrid gene. Cloning 
of the hybrid genes revealed a cysteine to arginine 

mutation at codon 203. This mutation is known to 
disrupt the folding and half-life of M-cone opsin 
molecules.44 The second mechanism consists of a non
homologous deletion of genetic material upstream of, 
and sometimes including, the pigment gene array. The 
deletion sizes ranged from 587 bp to 55 kb. All the 
deletions included the 587 bp region missing in patients 
with the smallest deletion. This region lies 3 kb upstream 
of the opsin gene array, and is believed to act as 
transcriptional control element. The region is commonly 
referred to as the locus control region (LCR). In a second 
study of the condition, Nathans et al.45 reported further 
genetic heterogeneity in the condition. This study 
includes one family in which there are two photopigment 
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Fig. 4. Electroretinogram of a control subject (left) and a boy aged 10 years with blue cone monochromatism (right) recorded under identical 
conditions to Fig. 2. There are no recordable cone responses. 



genes containing mutations in codon 203.45 Reyniers 
et al.46 have reported a pedigree with a similar genetic 
defect. Recently, a pedigree has been reported where 
affected patients have one L-cone photopigment gene in 
which ex on 4 is deleted.47 

It appears there may be some degree of overlap 
between blue cone monochromacy and X-linked 
progressive cone dystrophy (see below). For example, 
Nathans et al.43 reported a subject in which a very slow 
degeneration is apparent, and Nathans et al.45 reported 
the molecular genetic findings of a family previously 
described in a paper by Fleischman and O'Donnell.48 
This family appeared to display a progressive dystrophy; 
older members of the pedigree demonstrated 
achromatopsia with severely reduced acuity, whereas 
younger members had markedly lower FM 100-Hue 
scores together with better acuity; the older patients also 
showed noticeable fundus changes. These patients also 
had mildly reduced scotopic electroretinographic 
responses. Previous reports by Blackwell and Blackwell18 
and Francois et al.49 had hinted at the possibility that blue 
cone monochromacy may progress to resemble rod 
monochromacy. Interestingly, the pedigree described by 
Francois et al.49 is the same as the family in the molecular 
genetic study of the condition by Reyniers et al.46 

Although it appears that in the majority of families the 
condition is stationary, there is convincing evidence to 
suggest that progression does occur in other pedigrees. 
The pedigree described by Fleischman and O'Donne1l48 
would certainly be better described as having a 
progressive cone dystrophy. 

Achromatopsia with normal visual acuity 

Achromatopsia with normal visual acuity is extremely 
rare, affecting approximately 1 in every 100 million 
people.50 Affected individuals are monochromats, 
though they have normal visual acuity, and it appears 
that these conditions are not purely receptoral; therefore, 
strictly speaking these conditions are not cone 
dystrophies. One case of achromatopsia with normal 
visual acuity, from an original cohort of three assembled 
by Weale in 1953,51 was also studied by Fincham,52 
Gibson,53 Ikeda and RippS54 and again by We ale in 
1959.55 Pitt56 has also described a similar patient. The 
three subjects studied originally by Weale had a 
reduction in sensitivity for long wavelengths; as a result, 
this form of achromatopsia with normal acuity has been 
referred to as the 'protan type' by Jaeger57 and Pokorny et 
al.50 Fincham52 demonstrated that the same three subjects 
could use cues gained from the chromatic aberrations of 
the eye's focusing system as a cue for altering 
accommodation. One of the subjects, A.B., was further 
studied by Weale in 1959; retinal densitometry revealed a 
normal photopigment complement. 55 Central increment 
threshold testing of the same patient revealed normal 
Stiles 1T mechanisms. 53 Ikeda and Rippss4 found that the 
electroretinographic (b-wave) spectral sensitivity of this 
patient corresponded reasonably well with that 
measured psychophysically (there was a decreased 

sensitivity for long wavelengths). These authors 
compared the defect with that observed in congenital 
stationary night blindness, where scotopic 
electroretinographic abnormalities occur, even though 
the rhodopsin complement appears to be normal. The 
evidence gained by Weale, Fincham and Gibson seems to 
be in good agreement; all the observations point to a 
post-receptoral defect. 

Alpern58 has reported a case of monochromacy with 
normal visual acuity in which the subject displayed 
monochromacy and a normal luminosity function in 
combination with normal acuity. This type of 
achromatopsia has been referred to as the' deuteranopic 
form,.s7 Reflectometry revealed that there was only one 
cone visual pigment in the 'red-green range', though a 'lT1 

function could be demonstrated, indicating that there 
was a combination of a photopigment and a post
receptoral defect. 

Cases of monochromacy with normal visual acuity 
have been reported in pedigrees carrying multiple forms 
of colour vision deficiency; CroneS9 reported a pedigree 
in which tritan and deutan defects occur. Whilst two 
patients were believed to have achromatopsia, two also 
appeared to have what Crone described as 'colour 
amblyopia'. These patients had normal acuity but very 
poor colour discrimination. WealeS1 reported that one of 
his monochromats, J.G., had a protanomalous father and 
a prot anomalous son. 

Oligocone trichromacy 

Oligocone trichromacy is a stationary cone dystrophy 
first recognised by van Lith60 in which the affected 
patient displays reduced visual acuity, a reduced 
photopic electroretinogram and a normal fundus 
appearance. However, these patients are trichromats60 
and they may show good colour discrimination. 
Reflection densitometry reveals that there is a decreased 
photo pigment concentration, though regeneration rates 
appear to be normal.61 It has been proposed that 
oligocone trichromacy results from a reduced cone 
population for all cone types.62 What remains unclear is 
whether these patients should be grouped with 
incomplete achromats: for example one of the patients 
investigated by Pokorny and colleagues27 in their study 
of autosomal recessive incomplete achromatopsia had 
previously been classified as having oligo cone 
trichromacy. 

Progressive cone dystrophies 

The progressive cone dystrophies are a genetically 
heterogeneous group of disorders characterised by early 
deterioration of visual acuity and colour vision. Other 
clinical features include photophobia, nystagmus and 
visual field abnormalities. Visual field defects include 
central scotomata,9,63 peripheral field loss,9 generalised 
depression of sensitivity63,64 and ring scotomata.6S 
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Fundus examination usually shows a 'bull's eye 
maculopathy', but in the later stages there may be 
peripheral atrophy and pigmentation (Fig. 5). Other 
reported findings include white flecks at the level of the 
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)9,66 and a tapetum-like 
sheen,63,67 Fluorescein angiography usually shows 
hyperfluorescence at the macula due to underlying RPE 
atrophy and the so-called dark choroid sign is commonly 
seen. Although in the early stages the ophthalmoscopic 
abnormality is usually confined to the macula there is 
psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence of 
widespread cone dysfunction.2,68 

A distinction is sometimes drawn between cone and 
cone-rod dystrophies. Patients with pure cone dystrophy 
have a normal rod function; in contrast, those with 
cone-rod dystrophy have a concomitant (less severe) rod 
dysfunction. In many patients described as having a pure 
cone dystrophy, rod function is normal early in the 
course of the disease but deteriorates as the disease 
progresses; in some cases this deterioration may be 
profound,9 Most progressive cone dystrophies would, 
therefore, be more correctly described as cone-rod 
dystrophies, 

(a) 

(b) 

Progressive cone and cone-rod dystrophies may be 
inherited as autosomal recessive, autosomal dominant or 
X-linked recessive traits, though most cases are sporadic. 
When an inheritance pattern can be firmly established, 
the most common inheritance observed is autosomal 
dominant,9,68 

Classification of the progressive cone dystrophies 

There are clearly many different forms of progressive 
cone and cone-rod dystrophy, and various methods for 
classifying the disorders have been proposed based on 
the patterns of clinical disease or on the basis of 
psychophysical and electrophysiological testing, None is 
entirely satisfactory, and a clear understanding of the 
disease mechanisms will have to await identification of 
the underlying genetic mutations, 

Classification on the basis of psychophysical testing 

Psychophysical testing of colour vision and the visual 
field have been used to investigate whether specific 
patterns of photoreceptor dysfunction occur in retinal 

Fig. 5. (a) Fundus photographs of a man aged 22 years with a progressive cone-rod dystrophy and (b) his 60-year-old father who shows more 
extensive disease. 



dystrophies. These techniques are most useful in 
investigating large families with many affected 
individuals (when a specific pattern of disease can be 
seen to segregate clearly with the genetic mutation). Such 
techniques are also most informative in subjects with 
early or mild disease; in advanced disease, any 
differences between different phenotypes are usually 
unrecognisable due to the severe photoreceptor 
dysfunction. 

Colour vision 

A variety of colour vision deficiencies occur in 
progressive cone dystrophies. These include 
protanopia,69,70 protanomaly, pseudoprotanomaly/l 
type II acquired67' and tritan defects?3-76 Pokorny et al.so 

suggested a classification of progressive cone dystrophy 
based upon colour vision. Three groups could be 
differentiated, as described below: 

Cone dystrophy and type I acquired red-green defect These 
patients have both a progressive cone dystrophy and 
evidence of pseudoprotanomaly.5o Pseudoprotanomaly 
is diagnosed when a subject requires more red in the 
red-green mixture when performing a Rayleigh match 
than is required by a normal observer, though brightness 
matches are normal. This form of colour vision defect is 
thought to be the result of a reduction in the effective 
optical density of the photopigment, be it through 
photoreceptor tilt or decreased concentration of the 
photopigment.5o In the late stages of the condition, 
scotopisation is observed (where visual function is 
dominated by the rod system). 

Cone dystrophy without type I acquired red-green defect 
Patients with abnormal photopic ERGs may appear to 
have no significant impairment in colour vision, or only a 
very slight tritan defect. 

Type I acquired red-green defect without cone dysfunction In 
some patients with all the signs and symptoms of 
progressive cone dystrophy, there may be a pronounced 
type I acquired colour vision deficiency in the absence of 
an abnormal photopic electroretinogram. Such patients 
are usually said to suffer from a central cone dystrophy. 

Unfortunately, some cone dystrophies will not be 
easily categorised into one of the above groups. For 
example, pedigrees with classical tritan defects have 

'Verriest72 has classified acquired colour vision deficiencies into 

three groups. A type I acquired colour vision deficiency is 

characterised by a red-green defect with a reduction in visual 

acuity. This type of defect is also accompanied by an alteration 

in relative spectral sensitivity, which eventually becomes 

scotopic (so-called scotopisation). A type II acquired colour 

vision deficiency is a red-green defect that is often combined 

with a milder tritan defect; the luminosity curve is usually 

normal. A type III defiCiency is a tritan defect in which the 

luminosity curve may be normal or abnormal. 

been reported?3-76 In addition, patients suffering from 
cone dystrophy without type I acquired defect could 
appear to have a colour vision deficiency if colour visual 
fields were assessed; similarly, those exhibiting type I 
acquired defect without cone dysfunction might be 
expected to display electroretinographic abnormalities if 
focal electroretinograms were performed. 

Other psychophysical testing 

Scotopic and photopic perimetryt have been used (often 
in combination with electrophysiological testing) to 
identify particular patterns of disease.77-81 Using such 
techniques it is possible to distinguish those individuals 
with a pure cone dystrophy from those with a 
concomitant rod involvement; the latter, as expected, 
have a poorer visual prognosis. A further dichotomy is 
revealed by such testing: in some patients there is 
regional loss of cone function, whereas in others there is 
a diffuse loss of cone function?8--S0 Szlyk et al.80 have 
proposed a classification of progressive cone-rod 
dystrophy based upon electroretinography and 
perimetry. One may distinguish those dystrophies that 
cause a marked reduction of photopic function with little 
effect on the scotopic function from those that affect both 
systems markedly (types one and two respectively). A 
further subdivision is provided by perimetry: in type ' a' 
there are central field defects whilst in type 'b' there is 
predominantly peripheral visual field loss. Yagasaki and 
Jacobsen77 have used scotopic static perimetry to define 
three patterns of cone and rod dysfunction. These 
patterns show some overlap with the classification of 
Szlyk et al. 

Although different test protocols have been used in 
the different psychophysical studies, it does appear that 
progressive cone dystrophies may be divided into those 
that result in abnormal cone function without rod 
involvement and those with evidence of dysfunction of 
both types of receptor. Both subgroups can be further 
subdivided on the basis of whether there is 
predominantly central cone involvement or diffuse 
elevation of cone thresholds throughout the retina. There 
is also some evidence to suggest that there is a significant 
post-receptoral defect in some families.82•s3 

Electroretinography 

In some respects, electroretinographic classification 
corresponds to that obtained via visual field analysis. 
Most individuals with progressive cone dystrophy show 
severely reduced cone responses with preserved rod 
function (at least in the early stages). However, some 

tScotopic and photopic perimetry are also often termed 'rod-' 

and 'cone-' perimetry respectively. Scotopic perimetry usually 

involves standard static perimetry protocols, though the patient 

is dark-adapted. Large (Goldman size V) short wavelength 
targets are typically used. Photopic perimetry requires a 

background set to photopic levels (typically 10 cd / m2). The 

stimuli are usually of long wavelength. 
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patients appear to display normal or near normal 
electroretinograms in the presence of all the other signs 
and symptoms of cone dystrophy. Such patients are said 
to suffer from a peripheral cone dystrophy. A minority of 
patients show other distinct electroretinographic 
abnormalities that may help identify subgroups with a 
specific underlying pathology. For example, a small 
subgroup of patients with cone dystrophy may show 
supra normal scotopic responses.84,S5 Fujii et al.86 have 
described a family with autosomal dominant cone-rod 
dystrophy in which the earliest abnormality was a 
'negative wave' configuration, suggesting that there is 
significant inner retinal dysfunction. Kellner et al.H7 have 
also described cone dystrophy patients with negative 
electroretinograms. 

Mode of inheritance 

The most straightforward way of classifying the 
progressive cone dystrophies is by the inheritance 
pattern; there is, however, considerable heterogeneity 
even within each genetic subtype. A summary of the 
known loci for progressive and stationary cone 
dystrophies is given in Table 1. It is unclear how many 
different genetic mutations cause cone dystrophy. 

X-linked recessive progressive cone dystrophy 

X-linked cone dystrophy is uncommon, though several 
well-documented families have been 
reported.4R,63,67,6�,7J,88-9J It is evident from the clinical 
descriptions of these families that, although the earliest 
symptoms and signs are related to cone dysfunction, 
there is rod dysfunction late in the disease; therefore 
these disorders are more correctly classified as cone-rod 
dystrophies. Affected males are often myopic, and 
usually present with subnormal acuity and colour vision 
deficiency. A tapetum-like sheen that diminishes with 
dark adaptation (the so-called Mizuo phenomenon) has 
been reported in affected males from some families.63,67 

Table 1. Cone and cone-rod dystrophies with k110wn chromosomal loci 

Chromosomal location 

Xq28 
Xq28 
Xq28 
Xq27 
Xp21-pll . 1  
2 
6p21.1 
6p 

6q25-q26 
7q22-qter 
17p 
17p 
17ql l 
18q21 
19q13 

Phenotype 

Congenital red-green colour deficiencies 
Blue cone monochromatism 
Progressive cone dystrophy 
Progressive cone dystrophy 
Progressive cone dystrophy 
Rod monochromatism 
Progressive cone dystrophy 
Progressive CRD 

Progressive cone dystrophy 
Tritanopia 
Progressive cone dystrophy 
Progressive CRD 
Progressive CRD 
Progressive CRD 
Progressi ve CRD 

In most reports there is early involvement of central 
cones with later diffuse involvement. In contrast, the 
family reported by Pinckers and Timmerman92 showed 
early involvement of peripheral cones. Carrier females 
are usually asymptomatic but can sometimes be 
identified by subnormal electroretinographic responses 
or subtle anomalies of colour vision. In the family 
studied by van Everdingen et al./1 for example, 87% of 
obligate heterozygotes exhibited pseudoprotanomaly. 
The majority of carriers also showed reduced cone 
photopigment density on foveal densitometry. 

X-linked progressive cone dystrophy has been 
mapped using genetic linkage studies to three loci: 
Xp21-pIl.l (CODl),88 Xq27 (COD2)91 and to Xq28 (not 
assigned).69 Although few families are available for 
comparison, there are clear differences in the phenotypes 
of families mapping to the diferent loci. Reichel et al.69 

have described a pedigree in which progressive cone 
dystrophy is accompanied by a protanopic colour vision 
deficiency. Molecular analysis of the L-cone 
photo pigment revealed a 6.5 kb deletion. More recently, 
Kellner et al.70 reported two patients with no family 
history of cone dystrophy. The patients, like those of 
Reichel, displayed a protan colour vision deficiency; 
screening of the photo pigment array revealed that one 
patient had only one L-M hybrid gene, whilst the other 
had both an L-M hybrid gene and a normal M pigment 
gene. Such genetic alterations usually result in congenital 
colour vision deficiency.6,70 Why such a genotype might 
give rise to a progressive cone dystrophy remains 
unclear. It should also be added that Kellner et al. could 
not rule out the possibility that the patients they 
investigated were protans who happened to develop a 
progressive cone dystrophy. 

Meire et al.88 reported linkage to Xp2I-I1.I (CODI) in 
the pedigree they investigated. Affected patients were 
myopic, had impaired colour vision leading to 
achromatopsia in older subjects, progressively impaired 
visual acuity and abnormal photopic electroretinograms. 
The electro-oculogram was also abnormal. Visual field 

Inheritance 

X-linked 
X-linked 
X-linked 
X-linked 
X-linked 
AR 
AD 
AD 

Sporadic 
AD 
AD 
AD 
Sporadic 
Sporadic 
AD 

Reference 

Nathans et al. (1986)117 

Nathans et al. (1989)43 

Reichel ct al. (1989)69 

Bergen and Pinckers (1977)91 

Meire et al. (1994)88 

Arbour ct al. (1997)23 

Payne et al. (in press)'05 

Jacobson et al. (1994)97 

Nakazawa et a/. (1996)98 

Nakazawa et al. (1996)99 

Fishman et al. (1997)100 

Tranebjaberg et al. (1986)118 

Weitz et a/. (1992)119.120 

Small et al. (1996)104 

Kellsell et a/. (1997)96 

Klystra et a/. (1993)102 

Warburg et a/. (1991 )101 

Freund et al. (1997)106 

CRD, Cone-rod dystrophy; AR, autosomal recessive; AD, autosomal dominant. 



testing showed central scotomata, and the dark 
adaptation curve was monophasic, with no observable 
cone contribution. Recently Bergen and Pinckers"I have 
described linkage to Xq27 (COD2) in a further pedigree 
with a progressive cone dystrophy. Although there are 
many similarities with the family described by Meire 
ct al.HH the dystrophic process affects peripheral cones 
more than central cones in the early stages. 

Autosomal domillallt pro:;;rcssil'c COHC alld cOlIc-rod dl/strophy 

Several genomic loci have been implicated in the 
aetiology of autosomal dominant progressive cone-rod 
dystrophy (CRD). The disorder has been mapped to 
chromosome 19q13.3,'n.,,'; 17q12-p13'''' and has also been 
associated with a number of mutations of the 
peripherin/ RDS gene on chromosome 6p.'J7 100 In 
addition, two sporadic cases of CRD have been reported 
- the first in association with a cytogenetically visible 
deletion of 18q211101 and the second in association with 
neurofibromatosis type 1 - suggesting that there may be 
a further locus for CRD on chromosome 17p.l02 A 
dominant progressive cone dystrophy gene has also been 
mapped to chromosome 17p12_p13.IO.1·104 Recently, 
autosomal dominant progressive cone dystrophy has 
also been found to be associated with a mutation of the 
guanylyl cyclase activating protein 1 (GCAP 1) gene on 
chromosome 6p21.1 in one pedigree.IO'i GCAPl is a 
Ca2+ -sensitive activator that is responsible for activating 
particulate guanylyl cyclase (RetGC) which in turn 
resynthesises cGMP.lll'i 

To date, mutations of four different genes - the 
peripherin/ RDS gene on chromosome 6p,97-11)() the CRX 
gene on 19q/o6 the retinal guanylate cyclase (RET-GC1) 
gene on chromosome 17plo7 and the GCAPl gene on 6p 
21.1IO'i - have been identified as causing autosomal 
dominant progressive cone / cone-rod dystrophy. 

Mutations of peripherin/ RDS have been reported in a 
wide variety of dominantly inherited retinal dystrophies 
including retinitis pigmentosa, macular dystrophies and 
CRDs. Peripherin/ RDS is a photoreceptor-specific 
glycoprotein that is present in both rod and cone outer 
segments; mutations of the gene would be expected to 
affect the function of both types of photoreceptor. 
Mutations associated with CRD include Ser27Phe, 100 

Tyr184Ser,9H Asn244His,'!H Asn244Lys,IOH Va1200Glu,99 
Met67del'J7 and Lys193del.'!7 The reported phenotypes 
associated with peripherin/ RDS mutations are, with the 
exception of the family described by Fishman ct a/., 1

110 of 
a relatively severe CRD with early macular atrophy and 
later peripheral retinal atrophy. A diverse range of 
retinal phenotypes result from mutations of the 
peripherin/ RDS gene, and the reasons why different 
mutations have such a variable effect on retinal function 
is poorly understood. 

The CRD linked to chromosome 199 results in a 
relatively severe phenotype. Loss of visual acuity occurs 
in the first decade and night blindness develops in the 
third decade, progressing to severe loss of visual 
function by age 50 years.'!'; By contrast, the CRD 

associated with chromosome 17p12-p13 has a much 
milder phenotype with better preserved rod function. 
Recently the genetic mutations underlying these two 
retinal dystrophies have been identified. Freund ct al.I06 
have demonstrated that mutations in a novel 
photoreceptor-specific homeodomain transcription factor 
gene (CRX) give rise to an autosomal dominant form of 
CRD linked to the CORD2 locus on chromosome 19913 
in one large family and in a second smaller family with a 
similar phenotype. The chromosome 199 mutation in the 
original family described by Evans et al. has yet to be 
identified (K. Evans, personal communication). At 
present little is known about the function of the CRX 
protein product, but it is believed to be important for 
maintenance of photoreceptor outer segment structure. 
Kelsell t.'I a/. 107 have recently identified two dominant 
missense mutations in the retinal guanylate cyclase (RET
GC1) gene on chromosome 17p in four families with 
autosomal dominant CRD. Homozygous mutations of 
this gene had already been identified as a cause of 
infantile rod-cone dystrophy (Leber's amaurosis) by 
Perrault L't al.lo'! It is improbable that simple haplo
insufficiency could account for CRD phenotype; it is 
likely that mutations behave in a dominant negative 
fashion, interfering with normal function of RET-GC. 
Mutations of RET-GC give rise to a mixed photoreceptor 
dystrophy, whereas mutations in GCAPl are associated 
with a pure cone dystrophy. 

Went and colieagues!I> have investigated a pedigree 
with a dominantly inherited cone dystrophy that is 
characterised by the early onset of a tritan colour vision 
deficiency. Candidate analysis of the S-cone 
photopigment, however, failed to find evidence of 
abnormality. 

Mutations of other genes responsible for CRD remain 
to be discovered. These will be identified either by initial 
linkage studies in large families, followed by analysis of 
candidate genes mapping to the same loci, or by the 
study of genes which seem to be good candidates based 
upon careful investigation of the phenotype in smaller 
families. 

Autosomal reccssil'c coile dystrophy 

Most patients with cone dystrophy or CRD have no 
affected relatives, and it is likely that many have 
autosomal recessive disease. In contrast to X-linked and 
autosomal dominant forms of the disorder, there is little 
documentation on the phenotype of individuals with 
cone dystrophy in whom there is a family history 
compatible with recessive disease. It is likely, however, 
that autosomal recessive cone dystrophy is genetically 
heterogeneous. Most of the syndromes in which cone 
dystrophy is associated with other systemic 
abnormalities display autosomal recessive inheritance 
(Table 2). 
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Table 2. Syndromes with associated cone or cone-rod dystrophy (CRD) 

Syndrome Inheritance Ocular phenotype Systemic phenotype Reference 

Bardet-Biedl syndrome AD CRD, myopia Polydactyly, obesity, variable Kwiteck-Black et al. (1993)l10 

Alstrom's syndrome AR Early-onset CRD 

Pierre-Marie ataxia and AD CRD 
CRD 
Amelogenesis imperfecta AR Early-onset CRD 
and CRD 
Obesity, cardiomyopathy AR Early-onset CRD 
and retinal dystrophy 
Liver disease and cone AR Early-onset CRD 
dystrophy 
Trichomegaly and CRD AR Early-onset CRD 

AR, autosomal recessive; AD, autosomal dominant. 

Cone and cone-rod dystrophies in systemic disease 

Most patients with cone dystrophy have no other 
systemic abnormalities, but there are a few rare disorders 
in which the underlying genetic mutation results in a 
cone dystrophy or CRD in association with other 
systemic abnormalities (Table 2). Most of these disorders 
are inherited as autosomal recessive traits, and in the 
majority, the retinal dystrophy is of early onset and has a 
poor visual prognosis. None of the causative genes have 
been identified, although the Bardet-Biedl syndrome has 
been mapped to chromosomes 16q/lO llq,111 3q,1I2 and 
15q.113 

Management 

There is as yet no specific treatment for any of the cone 
dystrophies. However, it is very important that the 
correct diagnosis is made so that affected individuals and 
their parents can be offered genetic counselling, 
including accurate information about the long-term 
visual prognosis. The diagnosis of an inherited retinal 
dystrophy in one member of a family may have 
implications for other asymptomatic family members, 
particularly for females in X-linked pedigrees, and 
counselling may need to involve the wider family. In 
some families where the genetic mutation is known or 
the disorder has been closely mapped, molecular genetic 
diagnosis may be possible in cases where there is doubt 
about the genetic status of an individual. 

Patients with poor central vision should be referred 
for assessment for low visual aids and, where 
appropriate, for advice about help with their education. 
Adults and children with severe photophobia may be 
helped by tinted spectacles or contact lenses. The tints 
used depend on the type of dystrophy. For example, the 
rod monochromat is best served by using a deep red 
tint;114 this allows wavelengths of low luminous 
efficiency for the rod system to be transmitted to the eye, 
whilst those that have a higher luminous efficiency are 
absorbed by the filter. This results in a reduction in both 
disability and discomfort glare. Naturally, such lenses 
alter the relative spectral sensitivity function of the 
patient, so that they will report that red no longer 
appears so very dark. Recently, it has been suggested 

mental retardation, hypogonadism 
Diabetes, obesity, deafness, other Michaud et al. (1996)121 

endocrine abnormalities 
Ataxia Bjork et al. (1956)122 

Defective tooth enamel Jalili et al. (1988)123 

Obesity, cardiomyopathy RusseII-Eggitt et al. (1989)124 

Liver disease, endocrine Hansen et al. (1976)125 

dysfunction, hearing defects 
Enlarged lashes, excessive body hair Jalili et al. (1988)126 

that blue cone monochromats benefit most from magenta 
tints.11S Patients with progressive cone dystrophy may 
also be aided by tinted lenses. 116 The tint will depend on 
the dystrophy's effect on visual function: some patients, 
for example those with well-preserved colour vision and 
cone function, may be best served by neutral tints; others 
in the end stages of the disease may benefit from deep 
red tints in the same way as rod monochromats. Some 
caution should be exercised when fitting cone dystrophy 
patients with contact lenses. Because colour vision is 
poor (or absent), patients may be incapable of detecting 
conjunctival erythema by themselves. Additionally, the 
symptoms of some contact lens complications, such as 
photophobia resulting from corneal infiltration, could be 
masked by the symptoms of the dystrophy. Miotic drops 
may be used by patients with severe photophobia, but 
are rarely well tolerated. 

Conclusion 

The cone and cone-rod dystrophies comprise a 
heterogeneous group of disorders, each differing in their 
clinical features, underlying genetic mutation and visual 
prognosis. Great progress has been made in recent years 
in the understanding of the disease mechanisms 
underlying the cone dystrophies and it is likely that 
rapid advances in our knowledge of the progressive cone 
dystrophies in particular will develop, especially as the 
causative genetic mutations are identified. Previous 
research has concentrated on defining and classifying the 
clinical phenotype in order to guide the search for 
genetic mutations. The future emphaSiS will shift, as 
more genes responsible for causing cone dystrophy are 
identified, towards exploring the effects on retinal 
function of specific genetic mutations in human and 
experimental animal models. This will necessitate a 
collaboration between clinicians and scientists working 
in a variety of different diSciplines, including molecular 
genetics, cell biology, psychophysics, electrophysiology 
and developmental biology. The real challenge remains 
in the identification and implementation of treatment 
methods that will improve or stabilise retinal function 
and prevent blindness. 
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